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Abstract
Recent years have seen an increasing interest in developing standards for linguistic annotation, with a focus on the interoperability of the
resources. This effort, however, requires a profound knowledge of the advantages and disadvantages of linguistic annotation schemes
in order to avoid importing the ﬂaws and weaknesses of existing encoding schemes into the new standards. This paper addresses the
question how to compare syntactically annotated corpora and gain insights into the usefulness of speciﬁc design decisions. We present
an exhaustive evaluation of two German treebanks with crucially different encoding schemes. We evaluate three different parsers trained
on the two treebanks and compare results using EVALB, the Leaf-Ancestor metric, and a dependency-based evaluation. Furthermore, we
present TePaCoC, a new testsuite for the evaluation of parsers on complex German grammatical constructions. The testsuite provides a
well thought-out error classiﬁcation, which enables us to compare parser output for parsers trained on treebanks with different encoding
schemes and provides interesting insights into the impact of treebank annotation schemes on speciﬁc constructions like PP attachment or
non-constituent coordination.
1. Introduction
Interoperability has become an important issue in the de-
velopment of language resources, as recent events such as
the Workshop on Multilingual LanguageResources and In-
teroperability at ACL 2006 or the Workshop ”Toward the
Interoperability of Language Resources” at the LSA Sum-
mer Institute 2007 prove. One aspect of interoperability is
the adaptation of existing syntactic annotation schemes for
new languages. This strategy has been used in the anno-
tation of the Penn Arabic Treebank (Bies and Maamouri,
2003), or the Penn Korean Treebank (Han et al., 2001),
which use adaptations of the Penn English Treebank an-
notation scheme (Bies et al., 1995). However, such adapta-
tions are risky as long as we do not know how the decisions
in the annotation scheme inﬂuence parser performance and
parser evaluation. Previous work on determining the inﬂu-
ence of the annotation scheme has concentratedon German
because of the ideal situation with regard to treebank re-
sources: There exist several treebanks for written German,
which are based on two different annotation schemes: The
NEGRA/TIGER annotation scheme (Brants et al., 2002)
uses crossing branches for long-distance relationships and
a ﬂat annotation of phrase and clause structure while the
T¨ uBa-D/Z annotation scheme (Telljohann et al., 2005) fa-
vors hierarchical structures, uses topologicalﬁelds, and an-
notates long-distancerelationshipsby special functionalla-
bels. First results in the comparison of these two treebanks
(K¨ ubler, 2005; Maier, 2006) show that the differences in
precision, recall, and F-score between parsers trained and
tested on these two treebanks are in the area of 20 percent
points. K¨ ubler (2005) and Maier (2006) attribute the dif-
ferences to the learnability of the grammars by statistical
parsers; they argue that the TIGER grammar has a narrower
coveragebecausetheﬂattreestructureresultsin manyrules
with long right sides. As an additional problem of the
TIGER annotation scheme, the strategy generally used to
resolve the crossing branches is mentioned: Crossing non-
head constituents are passed up in the tree until they are
attached to a node where they do not cross anymore. Infor-
mation about modiﬁer scope gets lost during this transfor-
mation. Rehbein and van Genabith (2007), in contrast, ar-
guethatthe higherF-scoresfor the T¨ uBa-D/Z donotreﬂect
better quality in the parser output but are due to the higher
ratio of non-terminal vs. terminal nodes in the T¨ uBa-D/Z,
which results in an overall higher number of brackets in the
trees. Giventhat PARSEVAL F-scoresarecomputedrelative
to the number of brackets in the tree, a bracket mismatch in
T¨ uBa-D/Z is considered less severe than in TIGER.
The results of these studies are contradictory in many of
their ﬁndings, so a more ﬁne-grained evaluation is ur-
gently needed. In the investigation at hand, we extend the
standard PARSEVAL evaluation, EVALB, by applying the
Leaf-Ancestor metric (Sampson and Babarczy, 2003) and
a dependency-based evaluation, as well as a manual eval-
uation of a carefully selected set of sentences displaying
grammatical phenomena which are extremely difﬁcult to
parse. The results of this investigation provide further ev-
idence that the design of the syntactic annotation scheme
has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on parser performanceas well as
on the evaluation.
Thepaperis structuredas follows: In Section2., we present
a testsuite for the manual evaluation of parser performance
onspeciﬁc grammaticalconstructionsandgiveanoverview
over the main properties of the two German treebanks used
in our parsing experiments. Section 3. describes the exper-
imental setup, and Section 4. discusses the results. The last
section concludes.
2. Testing Parser Performance on Complex
Grammatical Constructions (TePaCoC)
In order to test the performance of different parsers and
compare the outcome for the two treebank annotation
schemes, we created TePaCoC, a testsuite consistingof 200
sentences (100 from each treebank described below) with
grammaticalconstructionswhichposea challengefora sta-
tistical parser. We concentrated on the following phenom-
ena:
1. Extraposed Relative Clauses (ERC)
2. Forward Conjunction Reduction (FCR)“But without the Tigers there will be no peace”
Figure 1: TIGER treebank tree
3. Coordination of Unlike Constituents (CUC)
4. Noun PP Attachment (PPN)
5. Verb PP Attachment (PPV)
6. Subject Gap with Finite/Fronted Verbs (SGF)
2.1. Data sources: TIGER and T¨ uBa-D/Z
Thedata in the testsuite is taken fromtwo differentsources:
the TIGERtreebank(Release 2)(Brantsetal., 2002)andthe
T¨ uBa-D/Z (Release 3) (Telljohann et al., 2005). Both tree-
banks contain German newspaper text and are annotated
with phrase structure and dependency (functional) infor-
mation. Both treebanks use the same POS tag set (STTS)
(Schilleret al., 1995),butthenumberofcategorylabelsand
grammatical function labels varies dramatically. Table 1
gives an overview over some features of the two treebanks.
The most important differences between the two tree-
banks are: (1) the annotation in TIGER is rather ﬂat
compared to the more hierarchical annotation in T¨ uBa-
D/Z, (2) TIGER does not annotate unary branching, (3)
T¨ uBa-D/Z annotates topological ﬁelds, and (4) long dis-
tance relationships are expressed via crossing branches in
TIGER while in T¨ uBa-D/Z, the same phenomenon is ex-
pressedwiththehelpofspecialgrammaticalfunctionlabels
(e.g.OA-MOD for a constituentthat modiﬁes the direct ob-
ject OA).
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate some of the differences between
the two treebanks. In the TIGER example (Figure 1), the
PP ohne die Tiger (without the Tigers) modiﬁes the verb
geben (to give), and is therefore attached to the VP node.
This results in crossing branches. In the T¨ uBa-D/Z exam-
ple (Figure 2), the functional label VMOD is used to ex-
press the same relationship between the PP f¨ ur die n¨ achste
Spielzeit (for the next playing time) and the verb. The ex-
amples also show the ﬂat annotation of PPs in TIGER (Fig-
ure 1), compared to the the more hierarchical annotation in
T¨ uBa-D/Z (Figure 2). The annotation of unary nodes as
# sent. avg. sent. cat. node GF non-term.
length labels labels /term. nodes
TIGER 50474 17.46 25 44 0.47
T¨ uBa-D/Z 27125 17.60 26 40 1.20
Table 1: Some features of TIGER and T¨ uBa-D/Z
“However, there won’t be considerable reinforcements for
the next playing time
Figure 2: T¨ uBa-D/Z treebank tree
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Figure 3: Dependencies for the T¨ uBa-D/Z sentence
well as the additional level of topological ﬁelds in T¨ uBa-
D/Z result in a much higher ratio of non-terminal versus
terminal nodes than in the TIGER treebank (Table 1).
There are also considerable differences with regard to the
use of grammatical functions in the two treebanks. One
example is the expletive es (it), which in the TIGER exam-
ple (Figure1) is assignedthe grammaticalfunctionlabel EP
(expletive), while in T¨ uBa-D/Z (Figure 2) the expletive es
is annotated as a nominative object (= subject).
All sentences, parser output and treebank sentences, were
converted to dependencies. The conversion aimed at ﬁnd-
ing dependency representations for both treebanks that are
as similar to each other as possible. Complete identity is
impossible because the treebanks contain different levels
of distinction for different phenomena. The conversion is
based on the original formats of the treebanks. The target
dependency format was deﬁned based on the dependency
grammar by Foth (2003). The dependency version of the
T¨ uBa-D/Z tree from Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3.
2.2. Creating TePaCoC
For each of the grammatical phenomena listed above,
we selected 20 sentences from TIGER and from T¨ uBa-
D/Z with a sentence length ≤ 40, containing the particular
construction. This results in a testset of 200 sentences, 100
fromeach treebank,which allows us to assess the impact of
speciﬁc treebank design decisions on parser performance.
Both treebank annotation schemes employ different means
to encode the same phenomena,which makes a direct com-parison of the parser output for the two treebanks non-
trivial. Therefore, we developed an error classiﬁcation sys-
tem which enables us to judge the quality of the parser out-
put trees across different treebanks.
Table 2 shows the error classiﬁcation for the case of Extra-
posed Relative Clauses (ERC). In TIGER, the grammatical
functionlabelRC carriestheinformationthattheclause isa
relative clause (Figure 4), while in T¨ uBa-D/Z, the same in-
formationis encodedin the categorialnodelabel R-SIMPX
(Figure 5). Therefore,(A) in Table 2 correspondsto a func-
tionlabelerrorin TIGERandtoa categorialnodelabelerror
in T¨ uBa-D/Z. The relationship between the relative clause
andits headnounis expressedvia attachmentin TIGERand
by the use of a grammaticalfunctionlabel in T¨ uBa-D/Z. So
(B) is caused by a wrong attachment decision for a parser
trainedon TIGER and by a grammaticalfunctionlabel error
fora parsertrainedonT¨ uBa-D/Z.For(C), theparserfailsto
identify the relative clause at all. In T¨ uBa-D/Z, this is usu-
ally caused by a POS tagging error, where the parser fails
to assign the correct POS tag to the relative pronoun. (D)
applies to both annotation schemes: here, the main com-
ponents of the clause have been identiﬁed correctly but the
phrase boundaries are slightly wrong. The use of the error
classiﬁcation scheme guarantees the reliability and consis-
tency of the manual evaluation.
3. Experimental Setup
In order to cover all possible reasons for the differences in
the treebanks, we evaluate on three levels: First, we use
EVALB (an implementation of the PARSEVAL metric) and
the Leaf-Ancestormetric (SampsonandBabarczy, 2003)to
evaluate the constituents, then we convert the two annota-
tion schemes into the same dependency format and evalu-
ate the dependencies. Since we use the same (or as simi-
lar as possible) set of dependencies, the conversion should
abstract away from differences in the two treebanks. In a
third step, we perform a manual evaluation of the phenom-
ena covered in TePaCoC.
EVALB is well known to excessively punish attachment er-
ror over several levels in the tree (K¨ ubler and Telljohann,
2002)andto givebetter resultsforannotationschemeswith
a deep hierarchical structure. For this reason, we added
the Leaf-Ancestor metric, which has been shown to be less
biased towards annotation schemes with a higher ratio of
non-terminal vs. terminal nodes (Rehbein and van Gen-
abith, 2007). However, Leaf-Ancestor is still sensitive to
the number of brackets in the trees. Another way of level-
ing out differences between constituent annotations is the
conversion of constituent structure to dependencies. In this
case, each word has exactly one dependency that relates it
to its head so that all annotations are reduced to the most
important attachment information. This evaluation strategy
goes back to Lin (1995; 1998).
For the experiments, we removed the TePaCoC sentences
from the treebanks and divided the remaining sentences
into a training set of 25 005 sentences and a testset of
2 000 sentences (the remaining TIGER sentences were ig-
nored). Then we trained the unlexicalized parsers BitPar
(Schmid, 2004) and LoPar (Schmid, 2000), and the Stan-
ford parser (Klein and Manning, 2003) in its lexicalized
TIGER T¨ uBa-D/Z
Bit Lop Stan Bit Lop Stan
EVALB 74.0 75.2 77.3 83.4 84.6 88.5
LA 90.9 91.3 92.4 91.5 91.8 93.6
Table 3: EVALB and LA scores (2 000 sentences)
and markovized form1 on the training set and tested them
on the 2 000 test sentences as well as on the 200 TePaCoC
sentences.
Before extracting the grammars, we resolved the crossing
branches in TIGER and, where grammatical function labels
such as subject or accusative object were directly attached
to the terminal node, we inserted an additional unary node
to prevent blowing up the POS tagset for the TIGER gram-
mar. In all experiments, we used raw text as parser input
and let the parsers assign the POS tags.
For the dependency-based evaluation, we converted the
phrase-structure annotations into dependencies according
to the German Dependency Grammar of Foth (2003). For
this task, we used pre-existing dependency converters for
TIGER-style trees (Daum et al., 2004) and for T¨ uBa-D/Z-
style trees (Versley, 2005). While imperfectionsin the con-
version exist and may slightly lower the results especially
when comparingT¨ uBa-D/Z parses with a TIGER gold stan-
dard or vice versa, comparing the accuracy of common
grammatical functions usually provides a robust quality es-
timate for parses.
4. Results
4.1. Constituent Evaluation
Table 3 shows EVALB and LA scores for the 2 000 sen-
tence testsets. There is a wide gap between EVALB results
for the TIGER and the T¨ uBa-D/Z model while LA scores
for both treebanks are much closer. This is due to the fact
that EVALB has a strong bias towards annotation schemes
with a high ratio of nonterminal vs. terminal nodes as in
the T¨ uBa-D/Z (Rehbein and van Genabith, 2007). Addi-
tionally, there is a clear improvement from BitPar to LoPar
to the Stanford parser for both treebanks, which is consis-
tent for both constituency-based evaluation metrics. The
differences between BitPar and LoPar are rather surpris-
ing since both parsers are based on the same principles.
The difference may be due to the internal translation of the
grammarinto CNF in BitPar (Schmid, 2004). The Stanford
parserobviouslyproﬁtsfromthe combinationof lexicaliza-
tion and markovization.
Table 4 shows the results for the TePaCoC sentences. In
comparison to the testset, most scores are considerably
lower, which shows that the TePaCoC sample is, on aver-
age, more difﬁcult to parse. Again, the general trend is an
improvement from BitPar to LoPar to the Stanford parser,
which is consistent with the results for the 2 000 sentence
testsets. And similar to the testsets, the results for T¨ uBa-
D/Z are higher than for TIGER. Section 4.2. discusses the
different behavior of the two evaluation metrics in detail.“The goal should be to create a legal organisation which, amongst others, is also accessible for the media.”
Figure 4: Annotation of Extraposed Relative Clauses in TIGER
Error description TIGER T¨ uBa-D/Z
(A) Clause not recognized as rel. clause Grammatical function incorrect SIMPX label instead of R-SIMPX
(B) Head noun incorrect Attachment error Grammatical function incorrect
(C) Clause not recognized Clause not recognized Clause not recognized
(D) Clause boundaries not correct Span error Span error
Table 2: Error classiﬁcation for Extraposed Relative Clauses
TIGER T¨ uBa-D/Z
Bit Lop Stan Bit Lop Stan
EVALB ERC 71.7 73.0 76.1 80.6 82.8 82.8
FCR 76.6 77.7 81.3 84.0 85.2 86.7
PPN 71.2 73.9 83.6 86.2 87.4 89.2
PPV 71.9 76.5 78.7 84.3 85.0 91.9
CUC 55.9 56.5 63.4 78.4 73.6 76.6
SGF 73.3 74.1 78.6 73.6 76.6 78.4
ALL 69.64 71.07 75.82 81.20 83.51 84.86
LA ERC 85.3 86.1 84.8 89.3 89.8 91.0
FCR 91.2 89.0 91.0 92.0 93.4 88.7
PPN 87.1 88.7 91.0 94.2 94.3 94.4
PPV 88.4 88.9 86.4 91.3 90.5 94.7
CUC 78.0 78.4 78.3 82.2 85.5 84.9
SGF 89.1 89.7 87.5 90.9 94.4 88.5
ALL 86.26 86.42 86.09 89.42 91.13 89.84
Table 4: EVALB (labeled) bracketing and LA scores
(S She saw (NP the dog ) (PP with the telescope) )
(S She saw (NP the dog (PP with the telescope) ) )
2 out of 3 brackets correct → 66.7% labelled f-Score
Figure 6: EVALB result for the TIGER-encoded example
4.2. Discussion: LA versus evalb
Table 3 shows a great gap between EVALB results for
TIGER and T¨ uBa-D/Z, while LA scores for the two tree-
banks are quite close. We will illustrate the differences be-
tween the two evaluation measures with the help of the En-
glish example sentence below:
1The parser was trained using the following parameters for
markovization: hMarkov=1, vMarkov=2.
(S (VF (NP She)) (LK (VP saw)) (MF (NP the dog) (PP with (NP
the telescope)) )
(S (VF (NP She)) (LK (VP saw)) (MF (NP the dog (PP with (NP
the telescope))))
7 out of 8 brackets correct → 87.5% labelled f-Score
Figure 7: EVALB result for the T¨ uBa-D/Z -encoded exam-
ple
She saw the dog with the telescope. (1)
Figure6showsexample(1)inthe TIGERencodingscheme.
The ﬁrst representation gives the tree for the intended
meaning of the sentence, while in the second tree, the
PP with the telescope is falsely attached to the noun dog.
EVALB evaluatesthe trees by countingthe matchingbrack-
ets in both trees. For the two TIGER-encoded sentences,
EVALB gives the result shown in Figure 6.
If we take the same sentence and annotate it according to
the T¨ uBa-D/Z encodingscheme, the results are slightly dif-
ferent, as shown in Figure 7.
EVALB measures parser quality by counting matching
bracketsin the goldtree and theparser output. For the more
hierarchical annotation scheme of the T¨ uBa-D/Z where the
deep annotation results in a higher number of brackets for
each tree, the effect of a mismatching bracket is less severe
than for TIGER. This shows that the PARSEVAL metric is
highly biased towards annotation schemes with a high ratio
of nonterminal vs. terminal nodes.“So why shouldn’t homosexual couples be granted what they think is important to their happiness.”
Figure 5: Annotation of Extraposed Relative Clauses in T¨ uBa-D/Z
In contrast to this, LA is a string-based similarity measure
which extracts the path from the root node to each termi-
nal node in the tree and calculates the cost of transforming
the parser output tree into the gold tree. Each path consists
of the sequence of node labels between the terminal node
and the root node, and the similarity of two paths is cal-
culated with the help of the Levenshtein distance (Leven-
shtein, 1966). In order to account for linguistically more or
less severe errors, LA charges a higher cost for the substi-
tution of two unrelated node labels, while the replacement
of two related labels such as a VP and a VZ (inﬁnitive with
zu in TIGER) or a VXFIN and a VXINF (ﬁnite vs. inﬁnite
verb phrase in T¨ uBa-D/Z ) is rather cheap.
Consider the TIGER example sentence in Figure 6. The
LA metric would extract the paths listed in the upper part
of Table 5 for each terminal node in the trees. POS tags are
notrepresentedin the paths. Theprinciplesfortheinsertion
of phrase boundaries, expressed through square brackets,
are described in Sampson and Babarczy (2003).
TIGER gold path parser output
1.000 She [ S : [ S
1.000 sees S : S
1.000 the [ NP S : [ NP S
0.800 man NP ] S : NP S
0.857 with [ PP S : [ PP NP S
0 . 8 0 0 t h e N PS : P PN PS
0.857 telescope PP ] S : PP NP ] S
0.902 average score for TIGER
T¨ uBa-D/Z gold path parser output
1 . 0 0 0 S h e N PV F][S : N PV F][S
1.000 sees VP [ LK ] S : VP [ LK ] S
1.000 the NP [ MF S : NP [ MF S
0.857 man NP ] MF S : NP MF S
0 . 8 8 9 w i t h [P PM FS : N PM FS
0.909 the [ NP PP MF S : [ NP PP NP MF S
0.909 telescope NP PP MF S ] : NP PP NP MF S ]
0.938 average score for T¨ uBa-D/Z
Table 5: LA paths and scores for the example sentence
LA assigns a score to each terminal node in the tree. Iden-
tical paths are assigned a score of 1, and the score for the
whole sentence is the average over all scores for this par-
ticular tree. For example (1) in the TIGER encoding, the
LA score is 0.902.
The lower part of Table 5 shows LA results for the same
sentence in T¨ uBa-D/Z encoding. While there was a gap of
around 20% between EVALB results for example (1), LA
results for the T¨ uBa-D/Z encodedsentence are only around
4% better than for TIGER. The better LA results for the
T¨ uBa-D/Z encoded sentence are due to the fact that while
the same three terminals are affected by the error as for
TIGER, due to the more hierarchical annotation and the ex-
tralayeroftopologicalﬁelds, thepathsintheT¨ uBa-D/Zan-
notation scheme are longer than in TIGER. Therefore the
edit cost for inserting or deleting one symbol in the path,
which is computed relative to path length, is lower for the
T¨ uBa-D/Z trees. This shows that the LA metric is also bi-
ased towards the T¨ uBa-D/Z, but not to such a great extent
as the PARSEVAL metric.
4.3. Dependency Evaluation
The strong bias in the two constituency-based metrics
caused us to amend the evaluation results by adding a
dependency-based evaluation. As described above, for the
dependencyevaluation, both treebanksentences and parsed
sentences were converted to dependency representations
that were as similar between the two treebanks as possible.
Foth’s (2003) manual distinguishes 34 dependency rela-
tions, with distinctionsbetweendifferentverbarguments(5
relations), different kinds of clausal subordinations (inﬁni-
tive,dependentobject/adjunctclause,fullsentence,andrel-
ative clauses), and several adjunct relations, which mostly
depend on the part of speech of the adjunct; We followed
Versley (2005) in conﬂating the labels for prepositional ad-
juncts and arguments to verbs, since this distinction is not
consistent across different annotation schemes. In contrast
to approaches that are oriented towards shallow seman-
tics, such as the Tiger Dependency Treebank (Forst, 2003),
Foth’s dependency grammar only considers syntactic rela-TIGER T¨ uBa-D/Z
Bit Lop Stan Bit Lop Stan
LAS 78.8 80.5 81.6 71.3 72.8 75.9
UAS 83.0 84.5 85.6 81.7 83.4 86.8
Table 6: Labeled/unlabeled dependency accuracy for the
2 000 test sentences
TIGER T¨ uBa-D/Z
Bit Lop Stan Bit Lop Stan
SUBJ 80.2 81.1 78.7 74.6 75.3 76.1
OBJA 55.6 58.4 59.5 42.4 45.8 52.9
OBJD 11.6 11.5 14.1 12.9 13.3 13.1
PP 71.1 72.2 78.2 68.1 69.1 75.6
cl-sub 57.0 58.2 60.9 45.8 47.5 52.1
Table 7: Dependency F-measure for the 2 000 test
sentences: nominal verb arguments (subjects and ac-
cusative/dative objects), PP attachment and clause subor-
dination (including inﬁnitive and relative clauses as well as
adjunct and argument subordinated clauses and argument
full clauses)
tions and does not make referenceto lexical semantic prop-
ertiessuch assubject- or objectcontrol,and hasexactlyone
head word for each dependent word, which also means that
the inﬂuence of wrongattachments on the attachmentscore
is very predictable.
Table 6 shows the results of the evaluation of the 2 000 sen-
tence testsets after their conversion to dependencies. For
both TIGER and T¨ uBa-D/Z, we see again the improve-
ment from BitPar to LoPar to the Stanford parser, with
the Stanford parser reaching the highest unlabeled accu-
racy on T¨ uBa-D/Z, and the highest labeled accuracy on
TIGER. A comparison of TIGER and T¨ uBa-D/Z results
generally shows that the labelled accuracy for TIGER is
higher than for T¨ uBa-D/Z, thus contradicting the results
of the constituent evaluation. If we look at the results on
the testsuite (Table 8), we ﬁnd that it generally conﬁrms
the tendencies about improvement along the BitPar-LoPar-
Stanford parser axis, and a higher labeled accuracy for the
TIGER parses. However, while labeled accuracy sees an
improvement for the Stanford parser on TIGER,t h e r ei sa
decrease in labeled accuracy on the T¨ uBa-D/Z part of the
testsuite, where the Stanford parser shows improvement on
the PP-attachment subset, but struggles with all the coordi-
nation cases, especially the subject-gap-fronted (-2.6) and
coordination of unlikes (-2.1). This is consistent with the
assumption that topological ﬁelds, while generally being
helpful, prevent the realization of beneﬁts from lexicaliza-
tion on the clause level; furthermore, this shows that the
question of which kind of informationis suitable to support
parser performance is highly dependent on the data struc-
tures in the training data.
4.4. Manual Evaluation of TePaCoC Phenomena
The manual evaluation of the constituent parses is intended
to complement the automatic evaluation of the complete
trees of the testsuite. This is necessary to ensure that the
previous evaluations of the testsuite sentences did not con-
centrate on other phenomena or were contorted by the con-
version to dependencies.
TIGER T¨ uBa-D/Z
Bit Lop Stan Bit Lop Stan
LAS ERC 76.2 76.0 77.4 71.6 71.8 71.1
FCR 79.5 74.4 81.8 78.5 81.0 79.3
PPN 76.8 79.7 87.0 75.5 76.1 76.1
PPV 73.6 80.9 79.2 65.8 67.9 71.5
CUC 65.2 67.0 70.7 57.5 63.0 60.9
SGF 76.1 77.2 79.3 74.0 77.7 75.1
ALL 73.3 73.9 76.8 69.3 72.7 70.3
UAS ERC 81.1 80.8 82.0 79.1 80.5 79.1
FCR 82.7 77.8 85.6 85.4 88.2 88.7
PPN 84.2 86.4 89.3 84.8 85.3 85.9
PPV 78.1 86.0 86.0 81.3 82.9 88.6
CUC 69.7 71.5 74.7 66.1 72.0 73.6
SGF 81.7 82.5 83.6 82.8 86.2 85.4
ALL 78.1 78.7 81.0 78.3 81.9 81.7
Table 8: Labeled/unlabeled dependency accuracy for the
testsuite
The ﬁrst result of this manual evaluation concerns the tex-
tual differences between the two treebanks. Since they are
based on two different newspapers, there is the possibil-
ity that one text is more difﬁcult to parse than the other.
The manual evaluation of the testsuite, which contains sen-
tences from both treebanks for each phenomenon, shows
thattherearenosigniﬁcantdifferencesbetweenthetwosets
of sentences in the testsuite.
Table 9 shows the results for human evaluation for the
different phenomena in TePaCoC in terms of the number
of sentences (or rather occurrences since some sentences
contain more than one occurrence of the phenomenon) in
whichtherespectivephenomenonwasparsedcorrectly. For
Extraposed Relative Clauses, Forward Conjunction Reduc-
tion, and Subject Gaps with fronted ﬁnite verbs, all three
parsers yield better results in the TIGER model. In the case
of the relative clauses, the direct attachment of the relative
pronoun to the relative clause node in TIGER makes it eas-
ierfortheparsertorecognizerelativeclauses. Additionally,
since extraposed relative clauses were originally attached
via crossing branches, which were then resolved, they are
attached on the VP or on the clause level, making it easier
for the parser to attach them correctly. In T¨ uBa-D/Z, the
relative pronoun projects to an NP, which often results in
an analysis of the whole clause as a simplex, not as a rela-
tive clause. Additionally,the functionallabel of the relative
clause carries attachment information so that it is more dif-
ﬁcult for the parser to attach them correctly.
ForFCR andSGF, thetwo annotationschemesmadediffer-
ent decisions concerning the attachment level of the coor-
dination. In TIGER, the coordination is attached on clause
level while T¨ uBa-D/Z coordinates complex ﬁelds. As a
consequence, the number of possible attachment locations
is far higherin T¨ uBa-D/Z andmakes it harderforthe parser
to attach the constituents of the FCR and SGF correctly.
In both models, Unlike Coordinations are exceedingly dif-
ﬁcult to parse. The unlexicalized parsers yield slightly bet-
ter results but the number of CUC sentences is too small
to make a strong claim. For PP Attachment, lexicalization
plus markovization clearly helps: the Stanford parser out-
performs both unlexicalized parsers. The more hierarchi-
cal annotation in the T¨ uBa-D/Z annotation scheme makes
it easier for the unlexicalized parsers to disambiguate the
constituent structure for Noun Attachment while for VerbTIGER T¨ uBa-D/Z
Bit Lop Stan Bit Lop Stan Num.
ERC 20 19 19 00 3 41
FCR 26 27 23 11 9 13 40
PPN 99 1 6 15 14 14 60
PPV 15 16 18 14 13 18 62
CUC 68 5 67 5 39
SGF 18 20 20 71 0 840
Table 9: Correctly parsed constructions in TIGER and
T¨ uBa-D/Z (human evaluation)
Attachment, the ﬂat annotation in TIGER again leaves less
space for ambiguity. The results for the different models
also reﬂect the different distribution of Noun versus Verb
Attachment in the two treebanks: For approximately 74%
of all noun PP sequences in T¨ uBa-D/Z, we have Noun
Attachment, while in TIGER, only approximately 57% of
those PPs are attached to the noun.
In combination with the dependency-based evaluation, the
manual evaluation shows that while EVALB and, to a
smallerdegree,LA favor the T¨ uBa-D/Zannotationscheme,
many of the phenomena covered in TePaCoC are easier to
parse with TIGER. Obviously, none of the parsers’ mod-
els are able to cover the hierarchical structure of T¨ uBa-
D/Z successfully. The manual evaluation also backs up
the dependency-based evaluation and gives more evidence
for the already strong suspicion that the PARSEVAL metric,
while being a useful tool to assess parser performance for
a parser trained on the same training set, is not adequate to
give a linguistically motivated assessment of the quality in
the parser output.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we showed how humanevaluationof a corpus
of complex grammatical constructions allows to detect er-
rortypesand trace themback to the annotationdecisionun-
derlying the error. Our main ﬁndings are: TIGER beneﬁts
from the ﬂat annotation which makes it more transparent
and straightforward for the parser to detect constructions
like ERC, FCR, or SGF, while T¨ uBa-D/Z suffers from the
morehierarchicalstructurewhererelevantcluesareembed-
ded too deep in the tree for the parser to make use of it.
While the additional layer of topological ﬁelds in T¨ uBa-
D/Z increases the number of possible attachment positions,
it also reduces the number of rules in the grammar and im-
proves the learnability especially for small training sets.
Annotated PCFGs such as the ones of Schiehlen (2004)
or Versley (2005) successfully modify the treebank so that
necessary information is locally available (e.g., by making
the topological ﬁeld nodes transparent to argument struc-
ture information). For reasons of simplicity, we did not in-
clude annotated PCFGs in our study, but based on these
previous results, we expect that the results for annotated
PCFGs will be different. We leave this question to future
work.
Evidence from the automatic evaluation measures shows
that the huge differences in EVALB precision, recall, and
F-scorebetween TIGERandT¨ uBa-D/Zare neitherreﬂected
in LA results nor in the dependency-based evaluation, the
last two being less biased towards a speciﬁc treebank an-
notation scheme. Recent work by Emms (2008) compares
the performance of EVALB and variants of EVALB with
a tree-distance measure (Zhang and Shasha, 1989), which
considers all possible partial mappings between a source
and a targettree while preservingleft-to-rightorderand an-
cestry. Emms applies the alternative measures to the output
of 6 off-the-shelf parsers trained on the Penn-II treebank,
showingthattherankingofparsesfrombest-to-worstvaries
for the different measures. He argues that the tree-distance
measure is less susceptible to the problem of overrating
attachment errors than EVALB. The investigation of the
performance of the tree-distance measure on the different
German treebanks and its correlation with the dependency-
based and human evaluation will provide further insight
into the sustainability of the treebank annotations.
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